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External Stakeholders
Public and Industry engagement was an integral part of the Smart Cities Challenge and Smart
City Master Plan. A Communication and Engagement Plan was developed in consultation with
Strategic Communications which provided opportunity for in person and digital engagement as
well as several public meetings and open house. The following infographic provides an overview
of the participation from the public, agencies and the private sector informing the Smart City
Master Plan and creating new and lasting relationships and partnership opportunities.

506k

100

Social Media
Points of Contact

Participants at
3 Industry
Engagement Events
People engaged
at over 50
organizations

Residents
Engaged in Person

817k

1265

People Reached
Through Traditional
Media Sources

7600

By the
Numbers

Visits,
1843 engaged,
605 submissions on
the Have Your Say
Engagement
platform
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550

Public Engagement
Sessions with 165
Participants

Public
Engagement
Events

SMRT CTY Pop
Ups With 270
Participants

30
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What We Heard from You
“I thank them for the invitation and it’s a big gesture of
inclusion of the citizens to engage.”
“Great event will return for future events!”

Smart Cities Master Plan - Acknowledgements

“This is a good direction for the community“
“People stay where they have a say, I want to thank the
City of Mississauga for including our vote for the Smart
Cities Challenge”
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2.

Introduction
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is for students
like Amira.

Amira is a Communication, Culture, Information &
Technology major at University of Toronto Mississauga
(UTM). In this program she had the opportunity to visit the
HRO Forest Products Research Institute in Asahikawa,
Hokkaido, Japan and to host a student from the National
University of San Marcos in Peru. Both students were able
to log on to eduroam, secure, free internet connections
world-wide developed for the international research and
education community. Amira lives in Downtown Mississauga
and takes the bus to school everyday. She is able to access
free wiﬁ on the buses, which has helped as she is able to
ﬁt in a few more minutes to review information for tests on
her way to school. The Central Library and its wide ranging
digital services has also helped support Amira. She is able
to book rooms and equipment for group projects, take
online and in-person workshops and courses, like Lynda.
com, to help with her digital skills, and has found it a great
place to get her studying done.
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3.

Executive
Summary
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is for parents
like Steve.

Steve has has a rough few years and is doing his best to
get back on track. Between shift work and being a single
parent it is diﬃcult for him to aﬀord a computer and a data
plan, and even more diﬃcult to get to the library during their
open hours. Through our partners at the United Way and
Mississauga Libraries, Steve has been able to have a long
term laptop and data loan that he can upgrade his skills on
and his kids can use for their homework.
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4.

Smart City
Overview
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pick-up days. As the AI cheerfully conﬁrms
that today IS, in fact, a garbage pick-up day,
Mohammed nudges his son to get a move on.
As he is grabbing a quick breakfast,
Mohammed checks his city app to see where
he can plug in his electric vehicle close to
where he will be meeting his clients that day.
The app also shows him the quickest route and
how to avoid any road construction. Jacinta
uses this time to sign their daughter April up for
drawing lessons at a local community centre
and to download some e- books she has been
meaning to read.

4a. A Day in the Life of
a Mississauga Family:
A Foresight Scenario
Foresight scenarios are a planning tool used
to help imagine how new technologies will
aﬀect our day-to-day lives. This scenario
depicts a day in the life of a family in a smart
city. Some of the technologies depicted
below are already in Mississauga, some are
planned and some are upcoming trends.
The alarm goes oﬀ. Jacinta wakes up and
sleepily asks her voice activated AI assistant
what the weather will be like today. “Good
morning Jacinta! It is sunny and 25 degrees
outside,” the AI assistant says. Perfect day for a
bike ride. She uses the AI assistant to book her
a city bike as they are often all taken by the time
she gets there. She nudges her husband to get
up and reminds him that it is their son’s turn to
take out the garbage.
Mohammed wakes their son, Phil, and reminds
him about his chores. “Five more minutes,
dad…” he mumbles in his sleep, “I don’t think
garbage pick-up is today.” Mohammed asks the
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) device to connect to
the city’s 311 service and asks about garbage

Phil drags the garbage to the curb and then
goes to wait with his friends for the autonomous
shuttle that will take them all to school. April
trails behind reluctantly. They both use the free
Wi-Fi at the bus stop and on the shuttle. Phil to
text his friends. April to play games and look up
facts about giraﬀes, her favourite animal.
While at work, Jacinta and Mohammed get a
text reminder about a local meeting about a
new development in their neighbourhood that
night. They are directed to a variety of digital
tools that will help them make an informed
decision about how this new building will
impact their street. This includes an Augmented
Reality (AR) app that they can use to clearly
visualize, in 3D, how the new structure will look
and feel.
After dinner they start the long process of
tucking April into bed. April negotiates three
stories from her parents and two more from the
AI assistant that is part of a library program that
reads bedtime stories from their collection.
Phil and his friends received texts saying that
the basketball court they had been waitlisted
for at their local park had an opening slot for
tomorrow. They sent back their conﬁrmation
and invited a few more friends to join them.
Mohammed worked on an online course that
the city’s small business centre oﬀered to
upgrade his skills while Jacinta wound down for
the night by watching a streaming movie on the
Mississauga Library’s website.

Technologies Used in This Scenario:
++ Smart City Technologies Used in This Scenario: customer Service Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) assistant; bike share digital sign
up; digital waste delivery schedule; electric vehicle (EV) charging station; city app for avoiding road construction; online services
for recreation programming ; online services for library e-books; autonomous shuttle school bus ; free public wiﬁ ; public
engagement text service; digital planning tools such as augmented reality (AR) and 3D modelling; Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
library bedtime reading program ; Automatic recreation booking tool including text reminders ; Online business course oﬀered
by Economic Development ; Streaming Library movie service
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While at work, Jacinta and Mohammed get a text reminder about a local meeting about
a new development in their neighbourhood that night. They are directed to a variety of
digital tools that will help them make an informed decision about how this new building
will impact their street. This includes an Augmented Reality (AR) app that they can use to
clearly visualize, in 3D, how the new structure will look and feel.
After dinner they start the long process of tucking April into bed. April negotiates three
stories from her parents and two more from the AI assistant that is part of a library
program that reads bedtime stories from their collection.
Phil and his friends received texts saying that the basketball court they had been
waitlisted for at their local park had an opening slot for tomorrow. They sent back their
conﬁrmation and invited a few more friends to join them.
Mohammed worked on an online course that the city’s small business centre oﬀered to
upgrade his skills while Jacinta wound down for the night by watching a streaming movie
on the Mississauga Library’s website.

Technologies Used in This Scenario:
++ Smart City Technologies Used in This Scenario: customer Service Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) assistant; bike share digital sign
up; digital waste delivery schedule; electric vehicle (EV) charging station; city app for avoiding road construction; online services
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4b. Smart City Deﬁnition
“A Smart City is the eﬀective integration of physical, digital and human systems in
the built environment to deliver sustainable, prosperous and inclusive future for its
citizens”
- British Standards Institute (BSI)

A Smart City is one that uses technology to support the people that live, work and play in
Mississauga. This includes digital initiatives such as Wireless Mississauga (free public Wi-Fi);
digital services through the city’s website, app and other platforms; computer access and
Maker Spaces at Mississauga’s Library System; and many other tools and services. As a
young city, Mississauga has had an opportunity to build technology into our infrastructure,
systems and processes in tandem with the rise of digital technology in our society.
Mississauga is, in many ways, already a ‘smart city’. We also value the social, cultural and
economic implications of digital technologies and how they shape our communities. In
Mississauga, Smart City technologies will be used to support a high quality of life.
While the 1960’s saw the ﬁrst use of digital data for use in urban planning in cities like Los
Angeles , the term Smart City in its current iteration was ﬁrst coined in the late 1990’s. As
with any growing ﬁeld of work, there are many deﬁnitions. The one we use is: a framework
that eﬀectively integrates physical, digital and human systems in the built environment to
deliver a sustainable, prosperous and inclusive future.
Cities around the world are embracing smart city technologies. Canada, as a whole, has
been a bit slower to catch up to some of the more advanced cities such as New York,
Barcelona, Columbus (Ohio), and Shanghai. Countries such as Estonia and Singapore are
leading the pack with comprehensive, statewide digital integration. Canada is, however,
ramping up. Most of the major cities across Canada have smart city initiatives, innovation
labs and other programs that advance municipal government’s digital capacities. National
programs such as Infrastructure Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge are helping small, medium
and large communities to push forward for their digital transformations.

4c. Why a Smart City Now?
Since its inception as a city in 1974, Mississauga has grown to be one of Canada’s
largest cities, and one of its most diverse. This diversity of people with their multitude
of ideas and experiences is one of the greatest strengths of our city and, moving
forward, will contribute greatly to Mississauga as a Smart City.

Key Insights
Technology is changing quickly and will provide
opportunities to improve quality of life in the city, and
require high levels of digital literacy.

The economy is strong in Mississauga but global shifts
are occurring with technology, the economy and climate
change that need to be prepared for.

Mississaugans will need to have a high level of digital
literacy to navigate the technological changes and the
big data they will produce. This will be key to bridging
the digital divide and providing opportunities for all
Mississaugans.

Mississauga has a strong and varied economy
with many head oﬃces, Fortune 500 companies
and industrial facilities here, but global shifts in
automation, artiﬁcial intelligence, robotics and other
emerging technologies will require many
to retrain and

Mississaugan’s are happy with life in the city but the
digital divide remains an issue to reckon with.
Mississaugans, by and large are satisﬁed with their
quality of life in the city. They feel connected to their
community and are proud of the welcoming and
diverse community. However, technology and income
disparity remain an issue to be solved.

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Overview
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90%

DIgITAl STATISTICS

CONTEXT
& TRENDS

Technology & Economy

of Canadians use the internet every day. 1

TEChNOlOgy
TRENDS

ONE
BIllION

# of hours people spent on line in 2018.

Artificial
Intelligence (AI)
Tracking &
Transparency
Big Data
Mobility
5g
Internet of
Things (IoT)
Blockchain
Automation
& Robotics
Energy Storage
& Distribution
Augmented
Reality
Autonomous
Vehicles
Drones
Smart Tourism

Global Investment in
Emerging Technologies

$173 BIllION
Autonomous Vehicles By 2030

$158 BIllION

smARt city technoloGy By 2022

$58 BIllION
ARtiFiciAl intelliGence (Ai)
By 2021

$1 BIllION

AuGmenteD ReAlity (AR) By 2020

$400 MIllION
AuGmenteD ReAlity (AR) By 2020

1. 2018 Global Digital / We Are Social / Hootsuite

AdopTIon of
TEChnoloGIEs by
CompAnIEs 2022
85%
75%
75%
73%
72%
59%
58%
54%
52%
46%
45%
41%
40%
37%
36%
33%
28%
23%
19%

bIG dATA AnAlyTICs
App & WEb EnRIChEd mARKETs
InTERnET of ThInGs (IoT)
mAChInE lEARnInG
CloUd CompUTInG
dIGITAl TRAdE
AUGmEnTEd & VIRTUAl REAlITy
EnCRypTIon
nEW mATERIAls
WEARAblE ElECTRonICs
bloCKChAIn
3d pRInTInG
AUTonomoUs TRAnspoRT
sTATIonARy RoboTs
QUAnTUm CompUTInG
non hUmAnoId lAnd RoboTs
bIoTEChnoloGy
hUmAnoId RoboTs
AERIAl & UndERWATER RoboTs

75%
future of Work

of the
workforce
will be
mobile
by 2020

MISSISSAUgA IS hOME TO
OVER 90,000 BUSINESSES
EMPlOyINg MORE ThAN
438,000 PEOPlE.
mississauga Key Economic sectors
ClEAN TECh
AEROSPACE
lIFE SCIENCES
FINANCIAl SERVICES
INFORMATION &
COMMUNICATIONS
TEChNOlOgy (ICT)
FOOD & BEVERAgE
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MISSISSAUgAN’S
CONTEXT
& TRENDS
Social & Cultural

SOCIAl
TRENDS
Social Trends
Rise of
Smart Cities
Urbanizations
Digital Divide
Future of Work
Income
Inequality
Digital Rights
Climate Change
Digital Inclusion
Affordable
Housing
Human Centred
Design
Urban
Agriculture
Social Inclusion

Age demographics
2016 Census Profile

MISSISSAUgA

89%

of residents rate quality
of life in mississauga
either good or excellent

76%

of residents agree that
mississauga is moving
in the right direction to
ensure we are a dynamic
and beautiful global city 2

DIVERSITy IS
OUR STRENgTh

53,000
mississauga welcomed

newcomers between
2011 & 2016

240
mississauga is home
to Cultural Groups

420,000
mississaugans speak or
know a language other
than English or french

11% Children
13% youth
20% younger Adults
29% mature Adults
18% older Adults
9% seniors
income
DisPARity

$83,018

average total income of mississauga
households in 2015

58%

make under $40,000 before taxes
over

35%

make under $23,861 4

Climate Change

2009 flood
in Cooksville

2013 Extreme
flooding / Wind

3

Tower Renewal
Accessibility
City
Intensification
2. Citizen Satisfaction Survey (2017) 3. Statistics Canada, Census profile for Mississauga (2016)
4. Statistics Canada, Census profile for Mississauga (2016) 5. City of Mississauga Parks & Forestry Division

2017
Ice storm

2018
storm surge /
high Water

2018 Ice storm

2018
heavy Rain /
high Temp

2018 Wind storm 5
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Do we still need this?
Can we use the 2 graphics we created to deliver
this mesage?

200+

Network Connected
Electronic Signs

780

1100

Connected
Traffic Signals

Wifi Access
Points

836

50

Security +
Traffic Cameras

3600

Connected Mobile
City Workers

Environmental
Sensors (2019)

(Smartphones,
tablets, notebooks)

500

Connected
Buses

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Overview

850km

Fibre (Public C
Sector Network)

50,000+

onnected LED
Streetlights

60+

Fire Vehicles
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is for New Canadians
like Akua.

Akua recently emigrated from Ghana and has been struggling to ﬁnd
work, despite his wealth of experience. In order to network, Akua started
to attend events oﬀered online and through Mississauga Libraries.
Through this network he learned about the Innovation Challenges and
became part of a cluster team working on a prototype to help solve a
local issue. This gave him Canadian experience on his resume and helped
to deepen local connections to the workforce.
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5.

Smart City
Direction
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is for seniors
like Rose.

Rose is an active and engaged senior. Her mobility has been
declining but that has not slowed her down. With wheelchair
charging stations set up in public spaces throughout the city
Rose never has to worry about running out of juice as she
gets on with her day. She also loves being able to download
digital books that she can discuss with her book group each
week.
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5di. Strategy 1

Mississauga
is a City of
The Future
‘Growth is inevitable and desirable, but destruction
of community character is now. The question is not
whether your part of the world will change. The
question is how.’
- Edward T McMahon
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Smart City Integration
Smart City initiatives have been designed to support, integrate and collaborate
with the future planning process in connection with departments across the city.
Smart City aligns with city-wide and neighbourhood plans.
At a city-wide level this includes Mississauga’s Oﬃcial Plan1 , a land use plan led by
the Planning and Building Department and the City’s Strategic Plan2, which received
feedback from 100,000 Mississauga residents on their vision for the future.
At a neighbourhood level, Smart City will help to build vital and connected communities
along with Culture3, Tourism4, Transportation including Cycling and other Active
Transportation activities5, Planning & Building6 and the Business Improvement Areas
(BIA)7, who are looking at creating safe, active, creative and sustainable communities
throughout the city.

Smart City Living Labs
Culture Districts
Tourism Districts
Business Improvement Areas (BIAs)
Planning Intensification Node
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Smart City Technology & Trends
Smart City technologies are emerging at a rapid pace such as autonomous vehicles, 5G networks,
Internet of Things (IoT) and drones. As these technologies develop, Smart City will play a role in helping
to prepare the city, including its infrastructure and facilities, for these, and other, emerging technologies.
Key Features
Trends & Foresight

Interoperable & Scalable

Data Privacy &
Cyber-Security

Mobility

Nodes, Clusters,
Neighbourhoods

Public Realm

City Science

Digital Infrastructure

Eﬃcient

Safety & Security

Big Data

Data Science

*see glossary for deﬁnitions

Featured Actions
5G
5G technologies are in the process of being deployed across the globe. This digital cellular network
is intended to enhance coverage and speed. For example, 5G can support up to a million devices per
square kilometer, while 4G supports only up to 100,000 devices per square kilometer.
Along with increased mobile phone service, it will also play a role in autonomous vehicles, industrial
automation and public safety. Smart City will help prepare the city for this extensive network throughout
the city.
Mississauga Library System
As one of the city’s largest public facing services, Mississauga’s Library System is a key partner for
Smart City. The Mississauga Library have long been an access point for the community to access the
Internet, computers, workshops and a variety of online services from Lynda.com to downloadable
e-books and streaming ﬁlms.
With their 2019 Future Directions Master Plan the Mississauga Library System made a commitment
to further expanding their digital footprint. They describe their direction as: ‘The collections, facilities,
programs, technology and people in public libraries are in the process of a remarkable metamorphosis.
This transformation is continuing, and the public library consequently continues to move ever further into
a position of informational, technological, social, cultural and educational leadership.’
As part of this new direction Smart City initiatives have been encouraged with the public RFP process in
developing new digital opportunities across the Library System and the Central Library redevelopment
project.
Advanced Traﬃc Management System (ATMS)
Traﬃc is an issue in most urban centres. Mississauga’s transportation team is leading a project to
implement ATMS at key locations in the city to help improve the ﬂow of traﬃc, improve safety, reduce
fuel consumption and environmental cost, increase economic productivity and enhance mobility.
Connected Fleet (Telematics)
Telematics connects data and communications in vehicles. For municipalities it is useful to track and
manage the city’s ﬂeet of vehicles. It can help to track everything from fuel consumption and idling
trends, to route management, and accident detection. The city’s transportation department will be
implementing telematics technologies into their ﬂeet.

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Direction
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What does it mean when we say
‘Mississauga is already a Smart City’?

Here us where we are in 2019...

1,100
8 Million+
Hours of Free Public

2

10

95

City Facilities with

Drones (Emergency
Services, Park
and Forestry)

Environmental
Sensors

1 Million+

200+

Visit on Eduroam,
a Virtual Campus
(the First
in Canada)

Network
Connected
Electric Signs

50,000+

Connected LED
Streetlights

500
Connected
Buses

3,600
Connected Mobile
City Workers

836
Security +

780

Connected

850 km

Fibre – Public Sector
Network (North America’s
Largest Publicly
Owned Internet)

60+

Connected Fire
Vehicles
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As we continue to grow our SMRT CTY
what does that look like in the future?

Here is what we will be adding
in the future..

Increase

5G

Solar Power
and Other Sustainable
Energy Sources

Network
Connections

Air

District
Energy

Quality
Sensors

9

Increase in

Interactive

City Parks

Digital Screens

Enhanced

Security
Features

on City Buses

Increase in

mobile
City Workers

Noise
Detection

Increase in

Digital
Services

Connected

City
Fleet
4
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5dii. Strategy 2

Mississauga is
a Place for
Civic Curiosity
“All life is an experiment. The more
experiments you make the better.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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A Smart City is one that harnesses the collective intelligence of the city and its
people. Through projects such as the Living Labs, Innovation Challenges and the Centre
for Civic Curiosity we will work with the public to discuss, design and create innovative
solutions to real world issues facing our communities.
We envision a city where opportunities for innovation are readily available; where problems are
solved through collective ingenuity; where we data driven decisions are matched with the lived
experience of our community members; where the public, industry, institutions and government
can work together to build on our strengths and dream of a better future.
Open Engagement

Open Data

Community Partnerships

Nodes, Clusters, Neighbourhoods

Funding & Procurement

Global Partnerships

*see glossary for deﬁnitions

Key Project 1

Living Labs
Cities and neighbourhoods grow and evolve over time, as do broader factors such as technology,
the environment, the economy. Smart City technologies are intended to meet the needs of each
neighbourhood and the people that live and work there. Living Labs are common in Smart Cities
throughout the world. In these spaces the city is able to test new technologies on a trial basis in
a real-life context with a user-centred approach. Locals are able to get information and provide
direct feedback about the project as they progress. If the technologies prove to be useful they can
then be expanded to other regions of the city, if required.

Mississauga is planning for 5 Living Labs:

Selected Living Labs Projects:
Downtown Data Project (DDP) - A collaboration between SMRT CTY and Planning & Building. As
a part of the Downtown Living Lab, this initiative will use public data to help shape the direction
of Mississauga’s downtown. This project will also be used to engage the public and provide
opportunities for the public to understand the ways that the city uses public realm data to make
decisions and inform strategy.
Accessibility Pilot - Led by the Accessibility team in partnership with Accessibility Committee,
Facilities Management, Celebration Square and supported by SMRT CTY. This project will ensure
wheelchair users have a place to charge their chairs.

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Direction
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Augmented Reality - A geolocative AR project that will engage the public and showcase public
art. Led by a local start up, this project involves collaboration between Culture, Tourism and
SMRT CTY.
Digital Screens - Interactive digital screens including self serve kiosks and roadside signs, are
already part of the city’s inventory. New screens will be installed in select locations that will test
out new features such as accessibility enhancements, public engagement, security cameras,
and emergency announcements.
Possible Living Lab Projects

Connected Bus Stops
Connected Recreation Facilities
Co-Working Hubs
Laptop & Hotspot Lending
Training
Talks, Workshops
Connected BIAs
GIS Mapping
Open Data
Connected Transit
Smart Intersections
Smart Lightposts
Solar Power
Bike & Car Sharing
Support for Bridging the Digital Divide
Smart Health Tools
Voice First Customer Service Support
Tactical Urbanist Interventions

District Energy
Climate Sensors
iParks
People Counters
Smart Street Furniture
Accessible Streetscapes & Crosswalks
Digital Screens
Connected Parking
Library Kiosks
Digital Public Art
Augmented Reality (AR) for Infrastructure
Public Wi-Fi
Electric Vehicle Stations
Automated Vehicles
Drone Landing Sites
5G Urban Design Infrastructure

Connected Security
Energy Storage
Innovation Challenges
Experiential Learning
Flooding Detection
Smart Waste Management
Internet of Things (IoT) Network
Fibre Network (PSN)
Public Engagement
Government Services
Virtual Reality (VR) for Urban Planning
Smart Street Signs
Digital Public Notices
Noise Detection
Traﬃc Flow
Multi-Modal Transport
Urban Agriculture
Smart Parking

Innovation Challenges
Many smart municipalities provide opportunities to solve local problems and invite
innovation through public challenges. With a small amount of money oﬀered as a
prize, issues such as localized ﬂooding, developing new uses for an underused park,
or other neighbourhood improvements can be opened to the public to encourage
engagement and develop innovative solutions.
With our partners at EDO, we will be
developing a model for innovation
challenges that will both help
to solve local issues but also
provide opportunities for local
entrepreneurs to test out
new ideas and connect
with the city.

Illegal Dumping
Voting
Public Safety
Physical Activity

Loneliness & Isolation

Financial Inclusion & Digital Skills
Delivering Affordable Homes
Electric Vehicles
Active Travel

Dementia Services
Workplace Hub
Localized Flooding
Smart Cycling
Wayfinding
Internet of Things (IoT)
Last Mile Delivery
Accessibility
Water Quality
Get Unheard Voices Heard

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Direction
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Key Project 3

Centre for Civic Curiosity
Digital technology - including Smart City technologies - aﬀect our lives in ways we could
not have imagined. Our societies, governments and cultures are all inﬂuenced by these
shifts. The Centre for Civic Curiosity is a roving engagement hub where the public can come
and explore, learn, connect and contribute to the future of their city. It is a space to explore
new ideas and grow our understanding of Smart Cities together. This centre will be a cross
disciplinary space, led by Smart City, and open to internal and external groups that have an
interest in ideas that will shape our city.

Select Projects:
Event Series - A series of events will be held to examine topics relevant to smart cities.
These events include talks, panels, workshops and demonstrations.
Creative Engagement Activities - These activities are intended to further conversations
around smart city topics and engage the public.
Pop Up Initiatives - These pop ups will provide opportunities for the public to interact with
Smart City. They will be in various locations throughout the city.

Possible Topics:

Possible Activities

Accessibility

Launch New Projects

The Future of Smart Cities

Design Thinking Activities

Aging in a Smart City

Artist in Residence

Future Mobility

Innovation Challenges

Emerging Technologies

Public Engagement Activities

Public Wi-Fi

Hackathons

Electric Vehicles

Experiential Learning

Future of Work

Creative Projects

Climate Change

Pop Up Maker Spaces

Digital Inclusion

Book Readings

Citizen Centred Data

Civic Tech Events

Drones and Other Driverless Vehicles

Training

Smart Infrastructure

Community Events

Solar Power

Walking Tours

Bike & Car Sharing
Bridging the Digital Divide
Smart Waste Management

Workshops
Talks

A Healthy Smart City

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Direction
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5diii. Strategy 3

A Smart City
for Everybody
“Cities have the capability of providing something
for everybody, only because, and only when, they are
created by everybody.”
- Jane Jacobs
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A Smart City for Everybody is one that utilizes technology to reach, support and engage
all Mississaugans regardless of age, ability, and socio-economic status. An inclusive city
is one where a high quality of life is achieved for all.
We envision a city that is inclusive, where residents feel empowered and connected to their
communities, and each other; a place where people feel safe and enjoy vibrant communities;
a city that tackles the digital divide between those who have access to technology and those
who do not; a city where people feel welcomed; a city with a strong economy with opportunities
for everyone. Smart City will use technology to support a high quality of life for all people, in all
circumstances across the city.
Who is it for?
When we say ‘everybody’ what do we mean by that? As a municipal government we will utilize
Smart City technologies to help support Mississaugan’s from a variety of backgrounds, ages,
abilities, incomes, languages, education and skills. This includes city wide initiatives such as
free wiﬁ, to speciﬁc programming targeted towards particular needs. The below scenarios have
been developed to help personify the ways that SMRT CTY can help support our community.

Inclusive & Empowered
by Design

Human Centred

Digital Inclusion

Collaborative Governance

Contemporary & Citizen
Focused

Free Publicly
Accessible Wiﬁ

Thinking Digital

Digital Transformation

Initiative 1

Citizen Centred Smart City Policy
What is governance and why is it important?
Delivering a citizen centred approach to data policy is a primary concern for Mississauga’s
Smart City. According to the McKinsey Centre for Government:
“When governments deliver services based on the needs of the people they serve, they can
increase public satisfaction and reduce costs.” This policy will address these needs, along with
an increased awareness of data privacy and security.
The creation of the Smart City Policy will include the co-creation of Smart City Principles with
the public to ensure a perspective where the interests and opinions of citizens are instrumental
in deﬁning expectations and setting priorities. This set of Smart City Principles will become the
backbone of the Smart City Policy that will guide Smart City decisions.

In partnership with the Mississauga Library System,
Smart City will lead:
Digital Literacy Events and Activities - These will to help raise awareness and knowledge about
Smart City technologies and their implications on society.
Smart City Principles Workshop - This will be a co-creation event where the public can help
build the core principles for the Smart City Policy.
LINK TO FULL LIST OF PROJECTS IN THE APPENDIX

Smart Cities Master Plan - Smart City Direction
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Public Wi-ﬁ

(Where we are in 2019)
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is for entrepreneurs
like Agata.
As a mom and an entrepreneur, Agata spends a lot of time driving
her children around to soccer, swimming and dance classes. Agata
always needs to be on top of her business. She loves that she can
always ﬁnd a place to plug in, power up and connect as she watches
her kids in their various activities through the cities iParks. She also
appreciates the ability to ﬁnd so many government services online
so she can access them when she has available time, including the
Unlimited Mississauga digital tools that help her connect to other
entrepreneurs, ﬁnd new clients and learn related skill
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6.

Implementation
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7.

Next Steps /
Conclusion
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8.

Appendix
a. Public Engagement

b. Strategic Connections
c. Project List
d. Key Terms
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